million in 2016. Mail voting was tracked beginning
in 2008, and the number showed a steady increase
through 2016, more than tripling from 2.4 million in
2008 to 8.2 million in 2016.2
Unfortunately, public discussion of absentee voting—especially on the political right—has been clouded by confusion and groundless accusations about the practice. Most
notoriously, President Donald J. Trump—who has voted by
mail both as a Democrat and Republican—has claimed that
expanded voting by mail will not “work out well for Republicans” and is ripe for fraud.3
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A

bsentee ballot voting and voting by mail has become
a highly salient issue in 2020.1 The COVID-19 pandemic, which has disrupted state primaries and
could hamper the autumn general elections, has
forced policymakers to look for ways to conduct elections while many Americans are locked down and fearful
of crowded places. The most obvious “Plan B” is to permit
more citizens to receive their ballots by mail, and either to
mail them back or to place them in local drop boxes. And,
indeed, voting in this way is a tried-and-true method that
has long been the predominant form of voting for members
of the military.
Even pre-COVID-19, the public’s use of absentee ballots has
been growing steadily. For example, as the U.S. Elections
Commission reports:
The number of absentee ballots cast by absentee voters nearly doubled, from 14.7 million in 2004 to 24.8

However, such rhetoric is simply untrue, and conservatives
should embrace the expansion of absentee voting. Voting
absentee or by mail is a safe, trusted and age-old practice.
Moreover, expanded access to absentee voting comports
with conservative principles, which helps explain why a
number of conservative state policymakers have advanced
proposals to achieve it. Finally, and critically, policymakers
should take note that polling data indicate very clearly that
the public strongly favors expanded access to absentee voting and that its results are partisan-neutral.

ABSENTEE VOTING IS AN AMERICAN TRADITION
Absentee voting has deep roots in American history and
dates to the Civil War. As the internecine conflict ravaged
the nation, many troops faced the specter of not being able
to exercise their right to vote. During the early days of the
war, the majority of the Confederate states ratified measures
to permit their soldiers to vote in absentia.4 The Union soon
followed suit. Indeed, to hold a legitimate election required
it, as 2.5 million Americans served in the Union army—many
of them in the field far away from their homes where they
were unable to vote in-person.5
Union Republicans of the 1860s championed absentee voting access for American troops. However, many Democrats
doggedly resisted calls to allow soldiers to submit ballots by
mail, and assailed the proposed voting model as being rife for
fraud and a crafty ploy to help Republicans tighten their grip
on power.6 A host of states codified the practice in advance
of the presidential election of 1864, when roughly 150,000 to
230,000 Union soldiers cast absentee ballots from the battlefield.7
After the war, many military absentee voting laws fell into
disuse for decades before being revived. As American power
surged and military bases were installed on foreign soil in the
mid-twentieth century, members of the military and civilians serving various governmental posts found themselves
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FIGURE 1: PERCENTAGE OF ABSENTEE OR BY-MAIL BALLOTS, 2008-2016

EXPANDED ABSENTEE
VOTING COMPORTS WITH
CONSERVATIVE PRINCIPLES
Conservatives tend to view themselves as people of principles. 12
While members of the political right
do differ, for the most part, they can
reject unprincipled policymaking
and social engineering that justifies
government action on the basis of
anticipated utility. In light of this,
expanding access to absentee balloting is a policy that comports with
at least the following five conservative principles.

Fairness—Even though states have
repeatedly demonstrated the efficacy of their security measures,
there are some elected officials who
resist any form of expanded absentee voting. However, such opposition often is not based on legitimate
SOURCE: Data compiled from U.S. Elections Assistance Commission. https://www.eac.gov/docupolicy concerns, but rather on politiments/2017/10/17/eavs-deep-dive-early-absentee-and-mail-voting-data-statutory-overview.
cal ones. Or as President Trump
put it, if America moved to all-mail
far from domestic polling locations. As such, absentee voting
elections, “[Y]ou’d never have a Republican elected in this
once again became viewed as a necessity.
country again.”13 Thus, the chief fear is that casting ballots
by mail greatly favors those who vote for Democrats. There
In fact, in 1986, Republican President Ronald Reagan signed
is no merit to this claim.
into law the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act, which required that “states and territories allow cerIn fact, various conservative-leaning states, including Utah,
tain groups of citizens to register and vote absentee in elecArizona and Montana, have expanded mail-in balloting. In
tions for Federal offices.”8 These groups included military
fact, Nearly 70 percent of voters in Arizona and Montana
service members, their families, merchant marines and any
cast ballots that way.14 And, while voting reforms should not
9
American citizens living outside the United States.
center around partisan concerns, it is important to address
the critique that the president and other conservatives are
Since then, absentee voting laws have continued to expand
making. On that account, Republicans’ successful use of
and have proven incredibly popular, causing demand for
absentee ballots in red States is admittedly anecdotal, but the
the option to increase. To date, every single state permits
academic evidence confirms that absentee voting is partisansome form of absentee voting for its civilian population,
neutral. For example, a recent study from the Stanford Instiand 34 states do not even require voters to provide a reason
tute for Economic Policy Research found that: “(1) vote-byfor needing to perform their civic duty from home. Five of
mail does not appear to affect either party’s share of turnout;
these states—including conservative Utah—have even gone
(2) vote-by-mail does not appear to increase either party’s
one step further by moving to a predominantly all-absentee
vote share; and (3) vote-by-mail modestly increases overall
voter system in which voters automatically receive absentee
average turnout rates, in line with previous estimates.”15 The
10
ballots. Indeed, in 1998, Oregon became the first state to
study also noted that its findings “contradict many popular
adopt this voting model when nearly 70 percent of Oregoclaims in the media.”16
11
nian voters supported Measure 60.
Furthermore, there is bipartisan support for absentee voting,
In recent years, voting absentee has comprised between
as President Trump’s own pollster recently reported that 76
approximately one-fifth and one-third of all votes cast (Figpercent of Americans, including Republicans and Democrats,
ure 1).
want the freedom to vote in absentia.17 Moreover, that voteby-mail necessarily gives Democrats an advantage may also
be a myth. For example, after deep-blue Oregon switched to
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an all-mail-in system, Oregonians elected Republican U.S.
Senator, Gordon Smith.18 After Colorado adopted the model,
they too elected a Republican U.S. Senator, Cory Gardener.19
Just this year, California’s special election for the state’s 25th
Congressional District was held largely by mail, and although
the seat had been previously held by a Democrat, Republican Mike Garcia was elected.20 These are just a sampling of
Republicans who won major elections in solidly blue states
that largely relied on voting by mail. Indeed, as with in-person elections, the key to victory is turnout. Hence in Florida, for example, a higher percentage of Republicans return
absentee ballots than Democrats.21
Again, even if mail-in voting naturally benefited one party
over the other, it would not be a valid reason to oppose it,
but the history of such balloting should set GOP minds at
ease in this regard. And, frankly speaking, if Republicans
have become concerned that their platform and brand is so
unpalatable that voter suppression is the only way to secure
elections, then party officials should focus on improving the
underlying problem, rather than on attempts to make legal
voting more difficult for all Americans. In any event, the bottom line is that it is demonstrably false that voting in absentia
hands elections to Democrats.
Security—For conservatives, one of the most hallowed civic
activities is voting. For many, it is more than a right; it is a
duty. Our votes serve to protect our rights and the American
way of life, and guarantee the longevity and health of our
republic. Our right to vote is so vital to the American ethos
that myriad soldiers—dating back to the American Revolution—have been willing to risk their lives to secure and
defend it. Given all of this and voting’s critical importance to
the continuance of the American form of government, conservatives naturally want to ensure the integrity of elections
and prevent voter fraud. Yet, unlike their forebears, some
contemporary Republicans have been reluctant to embrace
expanded forms of absentee voting because, like the Democrats of the 1860s, they believe that the system is fertile soil
for fraud to take root.
Unfortunately, however, such critics lose the moral high
ground when they fail to make meaningful distinctions.
While no form of voting is impervious to nefarious actors,
voting by mail has proven exceptionally reliable, and the
states of Oregon and Washington provide important case
studies on the matter. Following Oregon’s 1998 vote-by-mail
referendum, the state enacted various policies to prevent
voter abuse from influencing elections, which have proven
successful.22 Since 2000, the state has primarily conducted
its elections by mail, and over the past 20 years, Oregonians
have cast around 50 million ballots.23 During that time,
there have only been two proven cases of “Fraudulent Use
Of Absentee Ballots” and a total of 15 cases of any sort of

voter fraud.24 This makes Oregon’s absentee voter fraud rate
around 0.000004 percent.25
In 2011, Washington became the first state to follow Oregon’s lead when lawmakers enacted a similar voting system,
which was first used in the 2012 elections.26 Since then, there
have been zero proven cases of any kind of voter fraud in the
Evergreen State.27 This is to be expected because absentee
voting is a tried and true form of voting, and states have the
tools to safeguard against voter fraud. State governments can
employ technologies to track ballots by barcode, match ballots to appropriate voters, and even verify signatures—all to
great effect.
One widely publicized media claim has been that absentee voting leads to a massive number of missing ballots.
For example, a RealClearPolitics op-ed recently reported
that 28.3 million ballots were unaccounted for over a sixyear period.28 But that number simply counts the number of
ballots that election officials sent to voters but were never
returned. The ballots aren’t “missing.” They were simply sent
to people who chose not to vote. This is no more of a concern
than “missing” voters who never showed up at polling places
and, indeed, even the article’s author admitted there’s no evidence the ballots were fraudulently used.
Conservatives rightly denounce “ballot-harvesting,” whereby political parties, unions and activist groups collect people’s ballots and turn them into elections offices. In 2016,
California legalized that dubious practice, which gives
interested parties a chance to exert influence over voters.29
Thankfully, however, the absentee ballot practices of most
states do not—and should not—authorize it.
Cost-effectiveness—One of the government’s primary tasks
is holding open and fair elections. Concerns about the costs
of doing that job are secondary, but they are important nonetheless. And, here, the news with respect to increased voting by mail is good, as a 2016 study of Colorado’s various
voter reforms (including vote-by-mail) found that: “Costs
decreased by an average of 40 percent in five election administration-related categories […] The 46 (of 64) counties with
data available spent about $9.56 per vote in the 2014 general
election, compared with nearly $16 in 2008.”30 The National
Conference of State Legislatures noted that the savings probably were because elections offices “no longer need to staff
traditional polling places with poll workers and equip each
polling place with voting machines.”31 Thus, to increasingly
rely on absentee voting is a cost-saving measure, once a community absorbs the start-up costs.32
Freedom of choice—A perennial conservative criticism of
government is that it frequently fails to follow the wishes
of “we the people.” Policymakers get co-opted or corrupted
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years, in particular, which is important to
note as they are a critical demographic for
GOP candidates. Another study has also
found that Republicans living in states
where absentee voting is common are very
supportive of it.35

FIGURE 2: HOW AMERICANS VOTE, 1992-2018

SOURCE: MIT Election Data and Science Lab. https://electionlab.mit.edu/
research/voting-mail-and-absentee-voting.

by special interests or by paying excessive attention to ‘elite’
voices. On the issue of expanded access to absentee ballots,
then, policymakers would be wise to listen to the public
rather than the few conservative politicians and pundits who
bash reform. The American voters want choices other than
voting in person on election day. This is borne out not only by
public-opinion polls, but by trends showing that the percentage of voters going to polls on election day has dropped from
about 90 percent to around 60 percent (Figure 2).
Recent polling also demonstrates that the public wants
expanded access to the use of absentee ballots. In fact, more
than three-quarters of voters want the freedom to vote by
mail,33 and among voters nationwide:
•

76 percent believe all voters should be permitted to
request an absentee ballot;

•

72 percent thought they should be able to request ballots through a government website;

•

64 percent want government to send every registered
voter a ballot without voters having to request it;

•

76 percent think the government should provide
postage-paid envelopes with the ballots so they can
return them via mail; and

•

74 percent want voters to be permitted to submit
their ballots in secure election drop boxes.34

The survey also found that support for voting by absentee
ballot has risen among Republican women over the past two

Decency toward the elderly, infirm and
physically disabled—State absentee ballot laws and regulations recognize that
it is indecent to force elderly, infirm and
physically disabled voters to trek to polling places. And, it is for this reason that
voting by mail or absentee ballot is most
popular among Americans age 65 and older.36 In fact, in 2018, 30 percent of Americans in that age group cast their ballots
in one of these ways.37 Some of the most
restrictive states, such as Texas, already
allow absentee voting for people who are
disabled or who are 65 or older, but taking
advantage of this voting method requires
these voters to take the additional step of proving their disability or age to qualify for a ballot. Such a practice ultimately
just creates an additional barrier for elderly or infirm people,
as they already have trouble venturing out of their homes—
to say nothing of whether they are able to locate, compile,
copy, and deliver the documents necessary to prove their disability. An additional barrier is created by regulations that
take a very limited view of what qualifies as a disability.38
For instance, at the behest of Texas GOP officials, the Texas Supreme Court recently halted a plan that would have
allowed registered voters who are susceptible to coronavirus
to vote under those disability rules.39 Such restrictions are
paternalistic and do not comport with conservative notions
of personal autonomy or limited government. If an adult voter deems that they are incapable of or uncomfortable going
to polls, neither the government nor the court should have
the power to overrule their own personal determinations as
to their health or safety—or to deny them their vote because
of such determinations.
In view of the foregoing, to support expanded voting by mail
is an imperative of conservative ideals. And, for this reason,
it is not surprising that even as pundits and special interests have spent recent months conjuring visions of electoral doom, conservative policymakers with actual governing
responsibilities have moved forward with expanding access
to absentee ballots:
•

Nebraska Gov. Pete Ricketts noted that mail-in voting
is “a great way for people to be able to vote” during
the coronavirus shutdowns.40 All Nebraska primary
voters were sent a vote-by-mail application before
the May 12 primary—and Ricketts actively encour-
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aged the state’s voters to take advantage of that
opportunity.41
•

•

Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan approved a largely
vote-by-mail election for that state’s June 2 primary,
with 4 million ballots sent to voters and only a few
in-person voting stations opened. As Hogan noted
in support of his decision: “Free and fair elections
are the very foundation of American democracy, and
our ultimate goal must be to do everything possible
to ensure the voice of every Marylander is heard in a
safe and secure manner.”42
Despite Missouri Gov. Mike Parson’s public support
for the president’s comments about mail-in voting, he
signed a law sent to him from the state’s overwhelmingly Republican legislature that expands the reasons
voters may use to request an absentee ballot.43 This
was backed by myriad GOP officials, including former
U.S. Rep. Tom Coleman, who said: “At least in Missouri, for this year, people will not have to fear the
virus by going to vote if they don’t want to go vote
in-person.”44

•

Ohio Gov. Mike DeWine has publicly rebutted the
president’s concerns about mail-in voting.45

•

Alaska Lt. Gov. Kevin Meyer is encouraging voters to
vote absentee, which they may do without providing
a reason.46

•

Although he was initially resistant to the idea, New
Hampshire Gov. Chris Sununu tweaked the state’s
absentee voting laws (which require an excuse to
secure an absentee ballot), to allow no-excuse, mailin voting if coronavirus remains a threat at the time of
the general election.47

Additionally, various Republican secretaries of state have
also championed such voting. For example, Ohio Secretary of
State Frank LaRose recently commented on his confidence in
his state’s vote-by-mail system: “We’re fortunate that we’ve
been doing vote by mail for a long time, […] We know how to
do it, and we know how to get it done securely.”48

ing more voters access to absentee ballots and the ability to
cast them by mail or in drop boxes comports with conservative principles, and conservatives would therefore be wise to
support the expansion of such policies.
To date, more than 100,000 Americans have already died
from COVID-19, and the virus threatens to make a resurgence during the autumn election season.49 Understandably,
the public wants government to take steps to ensure they
can vote without needlessly risking their health. Accordingly, both prudence and electoral calculations argue that
conservatives should meet the public where they are on this
issue and support expanded voting by mail.
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